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Audience Response

In response to Dr. Green’s challenge, the 
beef industry decided to:

1. Put up

2. Shut up

3. Give up

4. Do something else
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Conventional Wisdom says,
– We’ve made great genetic progress in beef 

quality, but environmental factors have 
limited expression.



Carcass Genetic Trends
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Genetic Change for Marbling

• Marbling EPD is increasing
– About 0.015 per year in Angus

– About 0.0075 per year in several other breeds



Conventional Wisdom says,
– We’ve made great genetic progress in beef 

quality, but environmental factors have 
limited expression.

Upon further review, 
– In many cases the genetic improvement of 

marbling has been overstated



What Drives Genetic Change?
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What Drives Genetic Change?

• Accuracy of Selection

• Generation Interval

• Genetic Variation

• Intensity of Selection



Genetic Variation

“Variation – differences between 
individuals – is the raw material on 
which the breeder works,”

Lush, 1945



Can we increase genetic variation?

• Purebreds Hybrids

• International evaluations and importation 
of germ plasm

• Need more high quality lines in more 
breeds  



Intensity of Selection

• Superiority of selected parents over the 
population average

• Limited by the number of traits selected 
for and the genetic antagonisms that exist

• A function of breeder decisions
– Resulting from imperfect market signals

• Population size also plays a role



Accuracy and Generation Interval



Loss of Accuracy

• Selection on
– Actual scan data

– Scan data ratios

• Limits of IMF prediction
– We want the outliers

– Has model development ended?



Loss of Time

• Is running BLUP twice a year the only 
possibility?
– How about between scanning and breeding?

– Would provide parent EPD at age 3 rather 
than age 4



Loss of Accuracy

• Optimum accuracy of selection occurs 
when EPD for the ERT (marbling) are 
calculated and published 
– using the indicator trait (IMF) as a correlated 

but unpublished trait

• Alternate methods also discourage actual 
carcass data collection



Conventional Wisdom says,

- Ultrasound measurement of carcass 
traits in live breeding animals has made 
collection of carcass data irrelevant / 
unimportant / obsolete



Audience Response

Assuming rg of IMF and marbling is 0.70, 
using a bull with an ultrasound IMF EPD 
accuracy of 0.90 gives similar accuracy of 
selection for marbling as using a bull with 
a marbling EPD accuracy of:
1. 0.90
2. 0.70
3. 0.63
4. 0.28



Audience Response

Assuming rg of IMF and marbling is 0.70, 
using a bull with an ultrasound IMF EPD 
accuracy of 0.90 gives similar accuracy of 
selection for marbling as using a bull with 
a marbling EPD accuracy of:
1. 0.90
2. 0.70
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4. 0.28



Huh?

0.3950.282(BIF) Accuracy of 
Selection for Marbling

0.7960.696True Accuracy of 
Selection for Marbling

0.800.70Genetic correlation 
between IMF and MARB

0.9950.995True Accuracy of 
Selection for IMF

0.900.90(BIF) Accuracy of IMF 
EPD



Bottom Line

• In a correlated trait approach, adding a 
few carcass progeny records to a bull with 
lots of scan data can
– Significantly increase accuracy

– Significantly change the marbling EPD

• An ultrasound-only IMF EPD severely 
overstates accuracy of selection for 
marbling



Where Does Ultrasound Fit?

• Ultrasound is a POWERFUL tool for 
identifying young bulls with superior 
genetic potential for marbling

• Ultrasound EPD are POWERFUL tools for 
commercial cow/calf producers to select 
bulls for natural service

• For selecting AI sires, we can do better
– We should still carcass test young AI sires



Conventional Wisdom says,

- Ultrasound measurement of carcass 
traits in live breeding animals has made 
collection of carcass data irrelevant / 
unimportant / obsolete

Upon further review, 
- We shouldn’t give up on carcass data



• Conventional Wisdom says,
– Fed cattle are marketed at weight and/or fat 

thickness endpoints, so our carcass data 
should be adjusted to a constant weight or a 
constant fat thickness



Endpoint Issues?

• Endpoint determination and adjustment 
of data are separate issues

• Adjustments insure fair comparisons 
among sires in the contemporary group

• Equations, indices and decision support 
can provide whatever selection criteria are 
appropriate/desired

• Rumph et al (2007) says age is appropriate



Conventional Wisdom says,
– Fed cattle are marketed at weight and/or fat 

thickness endpoints, so our carcass data 
should be adjusted to a constant weight or a 
constant fat thickness

Upon further review, 
– Adjusting carcass data to a constant age still 

makes sense



• Conventional wisdom says,
– Genomic tools are either the answer to all beef 

quality issues, or an even bigger problem.



Do We Know What We’re Doing?

• Some breeders still see EPD and genomic 
tools as an either/or proposition

• The real power of these tools lies in earlier, 
more precise evaluation of young animals, 
especially for unmeasured traits

• So why is there so much interest in 
marbling marker results for older AI sires?



We’re Making Progress

• The number of tools available and the 
power of those tools is increasing, as 
expected

• The format in which results are reported is 
becoming more user friendly and more 
meaningful

• We seem to be moving toward some 
incorporation of test results into EPD



Conventional wisdom says,
– Genomic tools are either the answer to all beef 

quality issues, or an even bigger problem.

Upon further review,
– I’ll leave this meeting feeling better about this 

area than I ever have.



• Conventional Wisdom says,
– It takes about five years for a generation of 

selection at the seedstock level, and another 
five years for a generation at the commercial 
level before we should expect to see much 
change



Conventional Wisdom says,
– It takes about five years for a generation of 

selection at the seedstock level, and another 
five years for a generation at the commercial 
level before we should expect to see much 
change.

Upon further review,
– Conventional wisdom is right.






